Hi_j0047 (P33405-05.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0049 (P33405-06.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0051 (P33405-07.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0052 (P33405-08.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0054 (P33405-09.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0056 (P33405-10.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0058 (P33405-11.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0060 (P33405-12.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0062 (P33405-13.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0064 (P33405-14.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0065 (P33405-15.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0068 (P33405-16.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0069 (P33405-17.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0071 (P33405-18.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0073 (P33405-19.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0075 (P33405-20.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0076 (P33405-21.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0078 (P33405-22.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0080 (P33405-23.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0082 (P33405-24.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden.
Hi_j0010 (P33408-19.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0011 (P33408-20.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0012 (P33408-21.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0013 (P33408-22.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0014 (P33408-23.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0016 (P33408-24.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0017 (P33408-25.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0018 (P33408-26.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0019 (P33408-27.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0020 (P33408-28.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0021 (P33408-29.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0022 (P33408-30.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0023 (P33408-31.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0024 (P33408-32.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0025 (P33408-33.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0026 (P33408-34.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0031 (P33408-35.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0033 (P33408-36.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0124 (P33409-00.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden

Hi_j0125_1 (P33409-01.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller’s Area and Garden
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Hi_j0128_1 (P33409-02.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0129_1 (P33409-03.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0131_1 (P33409-04.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0133_1 (P33409-05.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0135_1 (P33409-06.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0137_1 (P33409-07.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0138_1 (P33409-08.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0140_1 (P33409-09.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0142_1 (P33409-10.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0144_1 (P33409-11.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0146_1 (P33409-12.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0148_1 (P33409-13.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0149 (P33409-14.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0151 (P33409-15.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0153 (P33409-16.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0155_1 (P33409-17.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0157 (P33409-18.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0159_1 (P33409-19.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0161 (P33409-20.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0162_1 (P33409-21.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden
2017-0020-F Photos

Hi_j0023 (P33410-26.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0026 (P33410-27.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0028 (P33410-28.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0030 (P33410-29.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0022 (P33410-30.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0031 (P33410-31.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0032 (P33410-32.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0044 (P33411-02.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0033_1 (P33411-03.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0034 (P33411-04.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0045_1 (P33411-05.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0046 (P33411-06.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0047_1 (P33411-07.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0048 (P33411-08.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0049_1 (P33411-09.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0050 (P33411-10.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0051_1 (P33411-11.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0052_1 (P33411-12.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0053_1 (P33411-13.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers".
Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0064_1 (P33411-14.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 1900:
Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden
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1900: Dinner before screening of "Twin Towers". Bookseller's Area and Garden

Hi_j0058_2 (P33412-03a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre


Hi_j0061_1 (P33412-06a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre

Hi_j0062_1 (P33412-07a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre

Hi_j0063_1 (P33412-08a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre

Hi_j0064_1 (P33412-09a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre


Hi_j0067 (P33412-12a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre


Hi_j0075_1 (P33412-16a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre

Hi_j0077_1 (P33412-17a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre

Hi_j0079_1 (P33412-18a.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre


Hi_j0038_1 (P33413-01.jpg) 9/10/2003 GWB: 2000: Screening of "Twin Towers". Family Theatre